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Abstract
We report a new multicanonical Monte Carlo algorithm to obtain the density of states for physical systems with
continuous state variables in statistical mechanics. Our algorithm is able to obtain a closed-form expression for
the density of states expressed in a chosen basis set, instead of a numerical array of finite resolution as in previous
variants of this class of MC methods such as the multicanonical sampling and Wang-Landau sampling. This is
enabled by storing the visited states directly and avoiding the explicit collection of a histogram. This practice also
has the advantage of avoiding undesirable artificial errors caused by the discretization and binning of continuous state
variables. Our results show that this scheme is capable of obtaining converged results with a much reduced number
of Monte Carlo steps, leading to a significant speedup over existing algorithms.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY
Program Title: HistogramFreeMUCA
Licensing provisions: BSD 3-clause
Programming language: Python
Nature of problem:
This program implements a novel algorithm to obtain the
density of states of a physical system, expanded in a chosen
basis set. Unlike existing algorithms that return the density of
states as a numerical array, this algorithm avoids binning of a
continuous variable and is able to express the density of states
as a closed-form expression. It is thus suitable for the study
of the statistical mechanics and thermodynamic properties
of physical systems where the density of a continuous state
variable is of interest.
Solution method:
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The new algorithm presented here is a special reweighting
method in classical Monte Carlo approaches. In particular, it
can be regarded as a descendant and a hybrid method closely
related to the multicanonical method and Wang-Landau
sampling.
Additional comments:
Most updated source code can be found at:
https://github.com/yingwaili/HistogramFreeMUCA
1. Introduction
Monte Carlo (MC) methods are one of the major
computational techniques in statistical physics for the
study of finite temperature properties and thermody-
namics of materials [1]. Traditional MC methods such
as the Metropolis algorithm [2], an importance sam-
pling method, works by generating a Markov chain of
energy states E that obey the Boltzmann distribution,
e−E/kBT , which describes the probability of finding the
system at a certain energy state at a given temperature
T . Thermodynamics properties are then calculated by
averaging over the entire Markov chain after equilibra-
tion. A well-known limitation of the Metropolis method
is the “critical slowing down” near phase transitions [3],
where the correlation time diverges at the critical tem-
perature TC. Hence, simulations around and below TC
are simply impractical or unreliable to perform.
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Important breakthroughs were introduced by ad-
vanced techniques such as the reweighting methods,
which allow for the procurement of a distribution func-
tion of properties. They can be used to obtain proper-
ties at a temperature other than the simulation tempera-
ture by “reweighting” the distribution function properly:
umbrella sampling [4, 5], multihistogram method [6],
multicanonical (MUCA) sampling [7, 8], and more re-
cently Wang-Landau (WL) sampling [9, 10], all belong
to this class of reweighting methods. Because of a spe-
cial formulation of the sampling weights that control the
acceptance probability, the randomwalks in these meth-
ods are not “trapped” in local minima as in Metropolis
sampling. They are thus able to circumvent the critical
slowing down problem. Among the reweighting meth-
ods, Wang-Landau sampling is proven to be quite ro-
bust because the simulation is performed independent
of temperature. The resulting distribution function is
essentially the density of states (DOS), i.e., the energy
degeneracy of the system. Thus it reflects only the in-
trinsic properties defined by the Hamiltonian. The DOS
allows for direct access to the microcanonical entropy,
with which all the thermodynamics properties including
the specific heat and free energy can be calculated. This
feature is essential to enable a reliable study of phase
transitions and critical phenomena, particularly at low
temperatures.
With the advancement of high performance com-
puters (HPC), it is now possible to combine Wang-
Landau sampling with first-principles methods, e.g.
density functional theory (DFT) [11, 12], to simulate
finite temperature materials properties to a high accu-
racy that is comparable with experimental observations
[13, 14, 15]. However, first-principles energy calcula-
tions are computationally intensive; and yet a reliable
Wang-Landau sampling often needs a minimum of mil-
lions of MC steps (i.e. energy calculations) for one sin-
gle simulation. The time required to finish a simulation
is often measured in weeks or even months on one of
the fastest supercomputers currently available. Such a
huge computational cost is barely affordable. The type
of scientific problems that can be practically solved by
this approach are, for this reason, still very limited.
To address this problem, improvements of existing
Monte Carlo algorithms are required. In general, two
feasible strategies are available: one is the paralleliza-
tion of existing algorithms, in which computational cost
is spread over multiple computing units. Examples in-
clude parallel tempering [16, 17], parallelWang-Landau
sampling on a graphical processing unit (GPU) [18],
replica-exchange Wang-Landau sampling [19, 20], and
parallel multicanonical sampling [21, 22]. Another
strategy is to find ways to reduce the number of MC
steps needed to complete a simulation. This is normally
done by introducing tricks within the framework of ex-
isting algorithms; but the number of MC steps saved is
often small.
In this work, we present a new multicanonical Monte
Carlo algorithm that takes both strategies into account.
Our scheme is readily parallelizable as in [21, 22] to
exploit the power of current HPC architectures. In ad-
dition, our algorithm is able to attain comparable ac-
curacy with Wang-Landau sampling, using only about
1/10 of the number of MC steps. This order of mag-
nitude reduction in the number of energy evaluations
is particularly crucial when first-principles methods are
employed for calculating the energy. Moreover, for the
very first time, our algorithm provides a viable means
to obtain the density of states as a closed-form ex-
pression. The utility of this is twofold: Firstly, work-
ing with a closed-form expression during the simula-
tion allows us to avoid using histograms to represent
continuous variables, and in turn bypass systematic er-
rors associated with the choice of the resolution for the
order parameters, i.e., the bin width of the histogram
or density of states as in multicanonical and Wang-
Landau sampling. Thus, this framework will be of par-
ticular use when studying statistical mechanical models
with continuous phase-space variables, e.g., the classi-
cal Heisenberg model, coarse-grained biopolymer mod-
els, Lennard-Jones fluids or clusters, which will be dis-
cussed in follow-on publications. Secondly, because
we are able to obtain a closed-form expression, this al-
gorithm will be particularly useful to fit the functional
form of the density of states to aid theoretical studies.
This paper is extended based on the proceeding paper
accepted in the Platform for Advanced Scientific Com-
puting Conference (PASC’17) [23]. Here, we include a
Python code to illustrate the implementation of our al-
gorithm. We also added Appendix A to clarify the defi-
nitions and the use of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test em-
ployed in our scheme, as it is a major factor affecting the
behavior and the accuracy of the algorithm presented in
this work.
2. Description of the algorithm
2.1. An overview
Our novel algorithm is inspired by previous mul-
ticanonical (MUCA) [7, 8] and Wang-Landau (WL)
[9, 10] Monte Carlo methods. Therefore our algorithm
shares many of its underlying principles with these ear-
lier methods. The major advantage of our scheme over
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the previous ones is that our algorithm, for the first time,
provides a viable avenue to estimate a closed-form ex-
pression of the density of states in energy, denoted by
g(E). Here E stands for an energy the simulated physi-
cal system can realize. We assume an expansion for the
natural log of g(E) in terms of an orthonormal basis set
{φi(E)} with each term weighted by the coefficient gi:
ln g(E) =
N∑
i=1
giφi(E), (1)
with N being the number of basis functions utilized in
the expansion. The estimation of g(E) will be improved
iteratively later during the course of the simulation by a
similarly defined, yet slightly modified, correction func-
tion c(E):
ln c(E) =
N∑
i=1
ciφi(E), (2)
where ci is the weighting coefficient for φi(E) in the cor-
rection.
The algorithm begins with an initial guess of g˜(E) =
1 (i.e., ln g˜(E) = 0). In other words, it is a uniform
distribution. Next, a series of Monte Carlo moves is
performed and a Markov chain of k energies is gener-
ated to construct a data set D = {E1, E2, ..., E j, ..., Ek}
according to the following acceptance probability:
p(E j → E j+1) = min
(
g˜(E j)
g˜(E j+1)
, 1
)
. (3)
Note that the acceptance rule follows that of the Wang-
Landau algorithm [9]. That is, if the trial energy E j+1
is rejected, the previous accepted state of the system
should be recovered, but the associated energy E j would
be counted again as E j+1. A Monte Carlo move is then
performed on the reverted state to generate the next trial
energy E j+2.
After the data setD is generated, it is used to find the
correction c(E) that improves the estimated density of
states g˜(E) such that:
ln g˜(E)→ ln g˜(E) + ln c(E). (4)
The details of obtaining the correction function c(E)
from the data set D will be further described below in
subsection 2.2. For now, assume that we have updated
the estimated density of states g˜(E) with c(E) using Eq.
(4). The simulation is then brought to the next iteration
with D and ln c(E) reset to empty or zero, respectively,
while g˜(E) will be kept unchanged and carried over to
the next iteration as the new sampling weights. The pro-
cess of generating the data setD and obtaining the cor-
rection c(E) is then repeated. The iteration repeats and
terminates when ln c(E)→ 0. The DOS of the system is
a fixed point of the iterative process when convergence
is reached.
2.2. Obtaining the correction c(E) from data set D
The key of the above framework is to obtain a closed-
form expression for the correction c(E), or ln c(E) in the
actual implementation of our algorithm. To do so, we
must first obtain such an expression for the empirical
cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the dataD,
from which c(E) can be deduced.
2.2.1. Obtaining a closed-form expression for the em-
pirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF)
We construct the ECDF following the scheme pro-
posed by Berg and Harris [24], which we outline here.
Recall that our data set D is a collection of k energies
generated from a Monte Carlo Markov chain. The ener-
gies are first sorted in ascending order:
D = {E1, E2, ..., E j, ..., Ek}
= {Epi1 , Epi2 , ..., Epi j , ..., Epik},
(5)
where pi1, ..., pik is a permutation of 1, ..., k such that
Epi1 ≤ Epi2 ≤ ... ≤ Epi j ≤ ... ≤ Epik . If all Epi j are different,
the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF)
is defined as:
F¯(E) =
j
k
, for Epi j ≤ E < Epi j+1 . (6)
If multiple Epi j ’s have the same value, e.g., Epi j = Epi j+1 =
... = Epi j+l , the ECDF would take a larger step:
F¯(E) =
j + l
k
, for Epi j = Epi j+1 = ... = Epi j+l ≤ E < Epi j+l+1 .
(7)
Assuming that the ECDF can be decomposed into two
components:
F¯(E) = F0(E) + R¯(E), (8)
where F0(E) = (E − Epi1 )/(Epik − Epi1 ) is a straight line
for E ∈ [Epi1 , Epik ], and R¯(E) defines the empirical re-
mainder. The choice of F0(E) as a straight line is based
upon the following observations: for traditional his-
togram methods, the ECDF plays the role of the cumu-
lative histogram that can be constructed directly from
the histogram H(E). Nevertheless, in the continuous
limit, the ECDF does not suffer from the binning effect.
The derivative of the ECDF is then equivalent to the his-
togram in traditional methods: H(E) = dF¯(E)/dE. In
such schemes, obtaining a “flat” histogram is an indi-
cator that the energy space is being sampled uniformly.
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The sampling weights are continuously adjusted to di-
rect the random walk from highly accessible states to
rare events, either periodically in MUCA or adaptively
in WL, to achieve this goal. Here, a “flat histogram” is
equivalent to an ECDF with a constant slope.
The next task is to find a closed-form expression
for the remainder R(E) to fit the empirical data R¯(E).
R(E) signifies the deviation from the ideal (uniform)
sampling, which will inform us on how to amend the
weights to drive the random walks. It is expected that
R(E) will be related to the correction c(E). Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that R(E) can be similarly ex-
panded in terms of an orthonormal basis set {ψi(E)}:
R(E) =
m∑
i=1
riψi(E), (9)
where m is the number of terms in the expression. The
coefficients ri can be then be found by:
ri = N
∫ Epik
Epi1
R(E)ψi(E)dE, (10)
withN being a normalization constant dependent on the
choice of the basis set {ψi(E)}. Note also that the ba-
sis set {ψi(E)} needs to be able to satisfy the “boundary
conditions” at Epi1 and Epik that R(Epi1) = R(Epik ) = 0, by
definition. Since R(E) is indeed an empirical function
resulted from the ECDF, the integral in Eq. (10) is a
simple numerical summation.
The remaining question is to determine the number
of terms m in Eq. (9) to fit R¯(E) while avoiding overfit-
ting. This is done by an iterative procedure starting from
m = 1 where there is only one term in the sum. A sta-
tistical test is then performed to measure the probability
p that this R(E) is a “good” fit to R¯(E). That is, p is the
probability of obtaining the empirical remainder R¯(E) if
the data is generated according to the distribution spec-
ified by R(E). We follow the suggestion of [24] and use
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [25, 26] (see Appendix A
for details), but other statistical tests for arbitrary prob-
ability distributions can also be used. If p < 0.5, we
increase m to m + 1 and repeat the statistical test, until
p ≥ 0.5 is reached. The number of terms m is then fixed
at this point. Note that in principle, increasing m further
would result in a “better fit” and thus a larger p. How-
ever, it is not preferable because it increases the risk of
over-fitting a particular data set and would be difficult
to correct through latter iterations. Thus we choose the
criterion p ≥ 0.5 to keep the expression as simple as
possible, and to maintain some levels of stability against
noise.
With the expression of R(E), a closed-form approxi-
mation of the ECDF can then be obtained:
F(E) = F0(E) + R(E). (11)
2.2.2. From ECDF F(E) to the correction c(E)
Finally, the expression of F(E) in Eq. (11) is used to
obtain the correction c(E) (or ln c(E) in practice). Re-
call the definition of the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) for a continuous variable, which can be con-
structed from the probability density function. They are,
respectively, equivalent to F(E) and H(E):
F(E) =
∫ E
−∞
H(E′)dE′. (12)
Combining Eqs. (11) and (12) and taking derivatives
of both sides to obtain H(E) yields:
H(E) =
dF(E)
dE
=
dF0(E)
dE
+
dR(E)
dE
=
1
Epik − Epi1
+
m∑
i=1
ri
dψi(E)
dE
.
(13)
As in traditional multicanonical sampling methods,
the histogram H(E) is used to update the estimated den-
sity of states g˜(E), hence the sampling weights for the
next iteration. Observe that the first term in Eq. (13)
is just a constant independent of the value of E, it can
be safely omitted in the correction. Thus, we choose
to write the log of the correction using part of the his-
togram (taking only the second term in Eq. (13)):
ln c(E) =
m∑
i=1
ri
dψi(E)
dE
, (14)
which, in our special case, has the same form as Eq. (2)
with
ciφi(E) = ri
dψi(E)
dE
and N = m.
In general, we need to ensure that
dψi(E)
dE
can be ex-
panded in terms of {φ j(E)}, i.e.,
dψi(E)
dE
=
∑
j
pi jφ j(E).
Finally, the estimated density of states g˜(E) is updated
using Eq. (4).
2.3. A note on the update of the density of states
There is a major difference between our scheme
and the traditional MUCA algorithm in the way the
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density of states g˜(E) gets updated. Effectively, our
scheme updates g˜(E) using exp(∆H(E)) (where ∆H(E)
denotes the deviation of the histogram H(E) from uni-
form sampling, i.e., a “flat” histogram), whereas tradi-
tional MUCA updates g˜(E) using the histogram H(E)
itself directly. Our scheme is therefore more respon-
sive and proactive in adjusting the sampling weights,
and thus g˜(E), to guide the random walker to achieve
uniform sampling.
3. Test case: numerical integration
The algorithm was originally designed with the moti-
vation of sampling physical systems with a continuous
energy domain. Yet, as the majority of these systems do
not have a closed-form solution, it is difficult to quantify
the accuracy of the algorithm. We thus apply it to per-
form numerical integration using the scheme suggested
by Ref. [27] as a proof-of-principle.
Note, however, that our method is not meant to be
an efficient algorithm for performing numerical integra-
tion. As pointed out in Ref. [27], there is a one-to-
one correspondence between numerical integration and
simulating an Ising model when put under the Wang-
Landau sampling framework. This applies to our algo-
rithm too and as long as we choose an integrand that is
continuous within the interval [ymin, ymax], it is equiva-
lent to the situation of having a continuous energy do-
main for a physical system. Moreover, numerical inte-
gration is indeed a more stringent test case for our algo-
rithm (and other histogram MC methods such as Wang-
Landau sampling in general), because the “density of
states” g(y) is usually more rugged than the density of
states of a real physical system.
If one can find an expression for the normalized g(y),
which measures the portion of the domain within inter-
val [a, b] corresponding to a certain value of y, then the
integral can be found by summing the “rows” up (mul-
tiplied by the value of y) instead of the columns in the
following manner:
I =
∫ b
a
y(x)dx =
∫ ymax
ymin
g(y)ydy. (15)
Note that g(y) needs to be normalized such that∫ ymax
ymin
g(y)dy = b − a. (16)
We apply our algorithm to perform the following in-
tegration where the exact integral is known:
I =
∫ 2
−2
x2dx =
16
3
= 5.33333 · · · , (17)
Figure 1: A schematic diagram showing the numerical integration no-
tations. The red regions on the x-axis marked the portion within the
interval [a, b] that gives a certain value y. All the areas shaded in grey
add up to give g(y)y.
and the “density of states” g(y) can be expressed analyt-
ically:
g(y) =
2(2 − √y)
y
for y > 0. (18)
We use a Fourier sine series as the basis set {ψ(E)}
to fit the remainder R(E), and therefore a Fourier cosine
series as the basis set {φ(E)} for constructing the correc-
tion ln c(E) and updating the density of states ln g(E).
Moreover, we employ the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in
the R(E) fitting step to determine if the expression ob-
tained is a good fit to the dataset D, using a criterion
of p = 0.5. The experiment is done for different num-
bers of data in the data set, with k = 250, 500, 1000 and
2000.
We note that the Fourier sine and cosine series are not
well suited basis sets for this problem due to their oscil-
latory properties. Yet the algorithm works surprisingly
well. In Figure 2, we show a resulting density of states,
g(y), compared to that obtained using Wang-Landau
sampling. The fluctuations of our g(y) fall within the
statistical noise of the WL density of states.
The values of the estimated integral at different itera-
tions for k = 500 and k = 1000 are shown in Figures 3
and 4, respectively.
We observe that the number of data points k in a data
set within an iteration plays an important role in the
accuracy. Both under-fitting from insufficient data and
over-fitting from excessive data would produce inaccu-
rate results. In both Figures 3 and 4, most estimated
integrals agree with the exact value to within the error
bars. No systematic correlation with the number of it-
erations is observed for either the estimated values of
the integral or the magnitude of the error bars. Using
5
This algorithm, k = 1000
Wang-Landau
1 2 3 4
y
-5.5
-5.0
-4.5
-4.0
-3.5
-3.0
ln g(y)
Figure 2: Density of states g(y) at the 120th iteration, obtained using
1000 data points in a data set (black curve), a total of 1.2 × 105 MC
steps are used. It is compared to a final g(y) obtained using Wang-
Landau sampling (red curve); this particular run requires 1.1 × 106
MC steps to complete. The DOS obtained from our algorithm is sig-
nificantly smoother, yet its fluctuations fall within the statistical noise
of the Wang-Landau DOS.
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Figure 3: Integral of x2 over x ∈ [−2, 2], obtained using 500 data
points in a data set. Error bars are obtained from five independent
runs.
k = 500 or k = 1000 does not seem to result in signif-
icant differences in the estimated value of the integral.
However, if we extend the studies and use fewer or more
data points in the data set D, we observe different be-
havior as shown in Figure 5. For the k = 250 case, the
integral is slightly overestimated at the first 200 itera-
tions or so. The percent errors fall back to within the
same ranges as in the k = 500 and k = 1000 cases later.
This is reasonable because as the number of iterations
increases, more data are taken to correct the estimated
density of states.
However, the integral is, unexpectedly, systematically
underestimated for the k = 2000 case. We also observe
that the number of terms in the expression of R(E) and
eventually ln g(E) generally increases with the number k
(Table 1). A larger number of data results in a more de-
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Figure 4: Integral of x2 over x ∈ [−2, 2], obtained using 1000 data
points in a data set. Error bars are obtained from five independent
runs.
tailed fitting of the DOS, hence more terms are used in
the construction of the correction. Unfortunately, there
is also a higher risk of fitting the noise “too well”, caus-
ing an over-fitting of the data set (this is due to the de-
pendence of the KS test on the number of data points in
a data set - see Appendix A for more details). On the
other hand, using too few data points (such as k = 250)
results in larger fluctuations in the values of the inte-
gral as well as in the number of terms N in the expres-
sion. From our observations, using about k = 1000 data
points in a data set is the safest and it strikes a good
balance between under-fitting (or even mal-fitting) and
overfitting.
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Figure 5: Percent errors of the averaged estimated integrals at different
iterations using various numbers of data points k in a data set. The
integrals for all cases are averaged over five independent runs. Except
for k = 2000, all other cases converge to the exact value eventually
with small errors (within ±1%).
Note that the above experiments complete within
hundreds of iterations. Considering k = 1000 data
6
k N
250 19.4 ± 14.6
500 17.8 ± 6.1
1000 29.6 ± 4.3
2000 58.2 ± 13.0
Table 1: Averaged number of basis functions (N) for different number
of data points (k) in each data set. The average values and errors are
obtained from five independent runs. The number N is determined
within the algorithm, at which the statistical test reaches p ≥ 0.5.
points in an iteration, the total number of MC steps
needed is of the order of 105. Comparing to the order
of 106 MC steps in Wang-Landau sampling, our scheme
is more efficient and it saves about 10× MC steps. The
reason is that when we correct the estimated DOS (i.e.,
sampling weights), the correction is constructed to drive
the random walk intentionally to achieve uniform sam-
pling, or a “flat histogram”, as opposed to an incremen-
tal correction using the histogram as in MUCA or WL
sampling. We believe that our correction scheme can
also be applied to simple models with discrete energy
levels and yields significant speedup.
4. An improved scheme for better convergence
While the results above showed that our proposed
scheme is successful, one problem is that it is still
difficult to determine whether convergence has been
reached. Here, we suggest a possible way to improve
the quality of the results with two slight modifications
to the original scheme.
Firstly, when determining the number of terms for
the remainder R(E) (m in Eq. (9)), the original scheme
starts from m = 1 and increments it to m+1 sequentially
until the statistical test gives a score of p ≥ 0.5. We ob-
serve that this practice very often results in the update
of the first few coefficients only. A remedy to it is that
after the number m is determined in the first iteration, in
the later iterations we propose random permutations of
the terms for the expansion rather than adding the terms
sequentially. The statistical test is still used to terminate
the iteration as before. This way, every coefficient will
have a roughly equal chance to get updated and refined.
Secondly, since the correction in Eq. (14) will drive
the random walker in a way to achieve uniform sam-
pling, we observe that it is beneficial to use a milder cor-
rection update to drive the random walker at a smaller
step at a time. To do so, we rewrite Eq. (14) with a pre-
factor s to take only a portion of R(E) as the correction:
ln c(E) = s
m∑
i=1
ri
dψi(E)
dE
. (19)
With these two small modifications, we revisited the
integration problem using k = 1000 data points in the
data set (Figure 6). The integral values in the first
few dozens of iterations deviate more from the exact
value compared to the original scheme, but it converges
slowly to the exact value with a much clearer conver-
gence signal. In this example, one may terminate the
simulation after e.g. the 150th iteration. Another clear
improvement is that the error bar for each final answer is
much reduced compared to the original scheme, which
indicates that the improved scheme is able to give more
precise results.
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Figure 6: Integral of x2 over x ∈ [−2, 2], obtained using 1000 data
points in a data set and the improved scheme with a milder correc-
tion with the pre-factor s = 0.25. Error bars are obtained from five
independent runs.
5. Further improvements
Our scheme is general in the nature that the expres-
sion of the DOS, g(E), is not restricted to the Fourier
form above, as long as there is a way to formulate the
correction c(E) and the update formula. Obviously, the
quality of the resulting density of states depends heav-
ily on the choice of an appropriate basis set. While the
plane wave basis used in the present study allowed us to
implement a prototype of our algorithm without major
effort, it suffers from serious issues that will require the
choice of more suitable basis sets. In particular, local
improvements to the density of states in a limited region
of the domain should not introduce changes in regions
far away. Also, the density of states often spans a wide
range of values; indeed the density of states for the in-
tegration example possesses a singularity at the domain
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boundary. Thus a more suitable, localized, basis set will
greatly improve the convergence and accuracy of our
method.
Although we present our method as a serial algo-
rithm so far, we stress its parallelization is conceptually
straight-forward. Since the generation of data points
(which is the energy evaluations for a physical sys-
tem) can be done independently by distributing the work
over different processors, simple “poor-man’s” paral-
lelization strategy would already guarantee significant
speedup in both strong and weak scaling.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new Monte Carlo
algorithm for calculating probability densities of sys-
tems with a continuous energy domain. The idea is
inspired by combining ideas from the works of Wang
and Landau [9, 10], Berg and Neuhaus [7, 8], as well as
Berg and Harris [24]. Nevertheless, our algorithm does
not make use of an explicit histogram as in traditional
Wang-Landau or multicanonical sampling. It is thus
possible to avoid discrete binning of the collected data.
This histogram-free approach allows us to obtain the es-
timated probability density, or the density of states, as a
closed-form expression.
We have demonstrated the application of our algo-
rithm to a stringent test case, numerical integration.
Even with the sub-optimal Fourier sine and cosine basis
sets, our current algorithm is already capable of giving
reasonable results. An important point to note is that
our algorithm requires much fewer number of Monte
Carlo steps to finish a simulation. It is enabled by the
novel way we proposed to correct the estimated den-
sity of states, and thus the sampling weights, where the
randomwalk is directed consciously to achieve uniform
sampling. This is essential for decreasing the time-to-
solution ratio of a simulation, especially for complex
systems where the computation time is dominated by
energy evaluations.
The numerical integration test case provides useful
insights into improving the algorithm. Possible im-
provements include the use of a basis set with local sup-
port and parallelization over energy calculations. The
choice of basis set will have significant influence on the
convergence behavior and the correctness of the simu-
lation, but it often depends on the system of interest.
In general, choosing a basis set with compact support
would help by enabling local updates to the density of
states, thus avoiding artificial sampling barriers. Our
ongoing work includes all the possibilities for perfect-
ing the algorithm, as well as its application to simula-
tions of physical systems to solve real-world scientific
problems.
7. Computer Code
The following provides an overview of the code, a
guide to running the code, and a detailed description of
all program files.
7.1. Overview of the Computer Code
The associated computer code, written in Python 3.6,
consists of a “main” program file - binlessMUCA.py,
a sample input file - input.txt, and all necessary sub-
routines to reproduce the results from the original and
improved versions of the sampling scheme discussed
in this manuscript. In addition to Python 3.6, Numpy,
Sympy, and Matplotlib must be installed in order to run
the code. The code can then be run from the terminal
via: $ python binlessMUCA.py input.txt , where
input.txt is an input file that is required as a com-
mand line argument. This input file must contain the
following:
i. random number seed (can be specified or generated
randomly)
ii. the function to integrate, y(x)
iii. integration limits, a and b
iv. number of points in the data set, k
v. maximum terms in the basis set expansion (maxi-
mum value of m allowed)
vi. the Kolmogorov-Smirnov cutoff probability, p
vii. maximum number of iterations
viii. desired sampling scheme (original scheme de-
scribed in Section 2, or improved scheme de-
scribed in Section 4 with associated pre-factor s)
One important note is that if the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov probability is not satisfied within the speci-
fied maximum number of basis terms, the program will
terminate and need to be restarted. In addition to the
required input parameters, there are options to display
certain plots during the simulation; these can be turned
off or on by setting the associated variables to 0 or 1,
respectively. The program outputs the random number
seed and the estimate for the integral after each iteration.
It terminates once the last iteration is completed.
7.2. Description of Subroutines
All necessary subroutines are included in .py files
according to their functionality:
binlessMUCA.py is the main program file. It reads the
input file and contains the main sampling loop that
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updates the estimate for the density of states af-
ter each iteration, and terminates after the specified
maximum iteration number.
getExtrema.py finds the global minimum and maxi-
mum of the input function over the interval defined
by the integration limits.
dataSetMethods.py contains subroutines to con-
struct the basis sets for the remainder and den-
sity of states, fill the data sets by randomly sam-
pling the input function according to the accep-
tance probability in Eq. (3), and construct the em-
pirical CDF and empirical remainder.
correction.py contains subroutines to find the
closed-form approximation for the empirical re-
mainder at each iteration by using the Fourier
transform to find expansion coefficients (and
thus correction coefficients) and the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov probability to terminate the expansion.
This file includes both the original and improved
methods of obtaining the correction.
KS.py contains the subroutine to compute the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability following the
computer code in [24], which uses the asymptotic
expansion from [28]. See Appendix A for details
regarding the KS test.
integrate.py computes the integral based on the cur-
rent estimate of the density of states.
plotMethods.py contains subroutines to plot certain
physical quantities during the simulation.
Appendix A: The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistical test [25,
26] is used as the criterion to determine the number of
terms in c(E) and to terminate an iteration. Thus, it is
essential to understand its behavior and to be aware of
various subtleties in order to quantify its effects on the
accuracy of the final results and to avoid errors.
All variants of the KS test return a probability, P, that
the maximum distance between two cumulative distri-
bution functions (CDF’s), ∆ = sup |F1(x) − F2(x)|, ex-
ceeds a predetermined value ε [29]. Nevertheless, there
are different ways to define and compute P.
The first distinction gives rise to the one- and two-
sided tests. The one- sided test will give two slightly
different results depending on how the empirical CDF
is defined - whether the data points are counted in the
previous step or the next step. This amounts to comput-
ing how much the CDF’s differ in one direction - either
above or below. The two-sided test uses the absolute
maximum deviation, regardless of direction. In other
words, it combines the results from both one-sided KS
tests and returns the smaller probability. In our work we
have used the two-sided test.
There exists an asymptotic expansion for the CDF
of the two-sided KS statistic when the number of data
points k → ∞. If the two functions F1(x) and F2(x) are
from the same distribution, the probability of the quan-
tity
√
k∆ being smaller than or equal to a certain value
z is [25]:
lim
k→∞
P(
√
k∆ ≤ z) = 1 − 2
∞∑
j=1
(−1) j−1e−2 j2z2 . (20)
Substituting z =
√
kε, we obtain the asymptotic expan-
sion for the probability of ∆ being larger than ε:
P = lim
k→∞
P(∆ > ε) = 1 − lim
k→∞
P(∆ ≤ ε)
= 2
∞∑
j=1
(−1) j−1e−2 j2ε2k.
(21)
To apply the above results to our problem, we reverse
the logic and reason that if we observe the maximum
difference in the CDF’s, ∆obs, from our data points, i.e.,
ε = ∆obs, P can then be interpreted as the probabil-
ity (level of confidence) of F1 and F2 coming from the
same distribution [30]. A modification to the formula
that replaces k with a modified form S k was later intro-
duced for the computation of the KS statistic instead of
the use of numerical tables [28]. Therefore 2,
P = 2
∞∑
j=1
(−1) j−1e−2 j2∆2obsS k , (22)
where S k =
(√
k + 0.12 + 0.11√
k
)2
.
The second distinction also impacts the way the prob-
ability measure is computed. The one-sample test com-
putes the probability that a single data set of size ND1
was drawn from a specified, continuously defined prob-
ability distribution. The two-sample test computes the
probability that two data sets of size ND1 and ND2, re-
spectively, were drawn from the same underlying, un-
specified probability distribution. The asymptotic ex-
pansion for the two-sided test in Eq. (22) depends on the
2We note that in Ref. [29], there are errors with the formulae in
Eq. (2.148) on Page 98. The implementation in the Fortran code,
kolm2 as.f, is nevertheless correct, which is the same as Eq. (22)
here.
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number of data points, k, in the data set(s). In the case of
the one-sample test, k = ND1. However, the two-sample
test uses an effective number of points given by:
k =
ND1 · ND2
ND1 + ND2
. (23)
The implications of using an effective number of
points becomes apparent through analysis of the com-
puted probability as a function of sup |F1(x) − F2(x)|.
Figure 7 shows how the KS probability changes for the
one- vs. two- sample tests for 1000 data points, where
the two-sample test uses an effective number of data
points, k = 500, given by Eq. (23) with ND1 = ND2 =
1000. This figure indicates that the KS two-sample test,
where each of the two data sets contains the same num-
ber of points as a single data set used with a one-sample
test, results in a more lenient probability measure. Fig-
ure 8 shows how the one-sampleKS probability changes
as a function of the size of the data set. From this fig-
ure, it is apparent that decreasing the number of data
points also decreases the stringency of the probability
measure. In both figures, the solid line without sym-
bols represents the same “baseline” for comparison to
the other curves: a one-sample KS test with data set of
size k = 1000. Interesting to note is that the two-sample
test for two data sets of size ND1 = ND2 = 1000 pro-
duces exactly the same KS probability curve as does an
k = 500 one-sample test: the dotted curve in Figure 7
and the line with squares in Figure 8 line up exactly.
Thus, using the two sample test has the same effect as
decreasing the size of the data set; i.e., both make the
probability measure more lenient.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the probability for the one- and two-sample
KS tests as a function of the maximum distance between CDF’s for
data set(s) of size ND1 = ND2 = 1000. The effective number of data
points k for the two sample test is given by Eq. (23).
The above analysis shows the importance of under-
standing which variant of the KS test a given scien-
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Figure 8: Comparison of the one-sample KS test probability as a func-
tion of the maximum distance between CDF’s for data sets of different
sizes.
tific computing package implements. The probability
that the KS test returns is heavily reliant on k, and thus
the results are heavily dependent on the particular im-
plementation of the KS test. These subtleties must be
understood in order to use the KS test correctly. The
results shown in Section 3 were obtained by using the
KS statistical test provided in the Mathematica software
package [31]. However, the way to compute the prob-
ability measure is not specified in the documentation.
In our Python code, we use the one-sample test. The
default value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov cutoff proba-
bility is set to be p = 0.17 in order to reproduce compa-
rable probability measure as Mathematica (which uses
the two-sample test and p = 0.5).
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